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Thank you to our Sponsors

4:11pm: Candle Lighting
Hashkama Kiddush
4:15pm: Mincha/Kabbalat Shabbat in the Nathaniel Richman
Sponsored by Rachel and Martin Balsam in commemoration of the
Cohen Sanctuary led by Chazzan Yanky Lemmer.
6:15pm: Beginners Chanukah Shabbaton Dinner in room 206/207 yahrtzeit of Martin's mother, Mollie Balsam, a"h.

Shabbat Morning
7:45am: Hashkama Minyan in the Belfer Beit Midrash followed
by Kiddush and shiur with Rabbi Moshe Sokolow
8:30am: The Siddur In Depth with Rabbi Ben Elton in the
Nathaniel Richman Cohen Main Sanctuary: Baruch
She'amar
9:00am: Services in the Nathaniel Richman Cohen Sanctuary
led by Chazzan Yanky Lemmer. Drasha by Rabbi Shaul
Robinson.
9:15am: Beginners Service led by Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald in
room LL201 (Lower Level)
9:29am: Latest Shema
9:45am: Rabbi Herschel Cohen Memorial Minyan in the Belfer
Beit Midrash

Shabbat Afternoon
12:30pm: Beginners Chanukah Shabbaton lunch in room 206/207
2:40pm: Beginners Mishna Chavura with Moshe Sheinwexler in
the Belfer Beit Midrash
3:00pm: Herb Weiss Bikur Cholim Society meets in front of LSS.
New volunteers are needed.
3:10pm: Louis Lazar Memorial Pre-Mincha shiur with Tuvy
Miller: "Somewhere Over the Rainbow: Imagination
and Peshat in Parashat Vayeshev."
3:10pm: Bible Class in room 211 with Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald
3:55pm: Mincha followed by Seudah Shlishit featuring comments from Rabbi Mel Gottlieb of Los Angeles
Seudah Shlishit talk by Brigadier-General Rachel Tevet-Vizel, the
highest ranking woman in the IDF, and the Advisor to the Chief of
the General Staff on Women's Issues, will speak on Women's
Issues and the IDF. She is brought to us by Our Soldiers Speak, a
non-governmental, not-for-profit organization that convenes
seminars and information sessions pertaining to the IDF.
5:12pm: Ma'ariv/Shabbat Ends

Weekday Prayer Schedule
Sunday, Dec 14th- Friday, Dec 19th

Main Kiddush

Sponsored by Hans Seidemann in commemoration of the yahrtzeit of his
sister-in-law, Ellen Stern, a"h.
Co-Sponsored by Libby Peppersburg in commemoration of the yahrtzeit of
her father, Irving Peppersburg, z"l.

Beginners Service Kiddush
Sponsored anonymously in loving memory of Shmuel Shoshani z”l, and in
honor of Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald.

Seudah Shlishit
Sponsored by Robyn Gottlieb in commemoration of the yahrtzeit of her
mother, Chaya Miryam bat Baruch HaLevi, a"h.

Youth Announcements - lss.org/youth
Super Fun Shabbos (SFS) at LSS!
Shabbat morning- we're celebrating December birthdays with cupcakes!
3pm:

Special afternoon
edition of Shabbat
Groups ages toddler
through 4th grade.
2nd floor

5:10pm:

Musical Havdalah led
by Chazzan Lemmer
with singing and glow
sticks

6:308:30pm:

Tween movie night for
grades 5-7. Get excited
for Muppets Most
Wanted. Pizza and
snacks will be served.
$10.



Thank you to our sponsors
Thank you to Avi Yohanoff and
Daniela Weiss for sponsoring the
Cupcakes.
Thank you to Mati and Ilana
Bracha for sponsoring the Youth
Program this Shabbat.



Youth Groups Schedule
Pre-k: Room 206 at 10:00am
k-1: Room 207 at 10:00am
2-4 grade girls: Room 208- 10 am
2-4 grade boys: Room 210- 10 am
Youth Breakfast @ 9:30am in room 206

RESERVE NOW!!!
Chanukah Dinner & Music Festival
Motza’ei Shabbat- December 20th, 2014

Mincha/Ma’ariv: Sun - Thurs at 4:15pm
Late Ma’ariv Mon– Thurs: 8:15pm
For more details and to
sign up, visit
lss.org/MusicFestival

See page 3 for Menorah Lighting Times and
more Chanukah Details
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Upcoming Events - lss.org/events


“In One Split Second” A film by Project Witness • Motza’ei Shabbat • December 13th • 8pm
“In One Split Second” is a documentary commemorating the Destruction of Hungarian Jewry. Followed by guest speaker
Mr. Eli Rosenbaum, the director of Human Rights Enforcement Strategy and Policy for the Department of Justice. The cost
is $20 at the door.



Chanukah Dinner and Music Festival • Motza’ei Shabbat, December 20th
Chanukah dinner at 7pm; Concert Followed by Dessert reception at 8:30pm
Featuring singer and songwriter Eitan Katz, LSS chazzan Yanky Lemmer, with guest appearance by LSS senior chazzan
Sherwood Goffin. Dinner, Concert & Dessert: $75; Dinner Only: $38; Concert & Dessert Only: $56; Children's Party with
movie and magician: $10, family $25; Sponsorship packages available. Sponsored by the UJA Federation of New York



Film Screening: Hamorah Irena • Motza’ei Shabbat, January 3rd • 8:00pm
In the toughest neighborhood in Jerusalem, where children quickly learn not to expect too much—stands one uncompromising third-grade Russian teacher. With rare empathy, determination and occasionally controversial teaching
methods, Hamorah Irena refuses to let her students give up on themselves. $10 in advance, $15 at the door.

Sign up in advance for our events at lss.org/events

Weekly Learning Opportunities


MONDAY
Kaddish Class with Rabbi Shaul Robinson • 7:15pm

TUESDAY
 Parsha Class w/ Rabbi Shaul Robinson • 10:30am
 Intro to Bible w/ Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald • 6:30-8pm
 Tuesday Beit Midrash Night • 7:30-9:15pm






Tanach Survey: The Books of Samuel and Kings
Facilitated by Marcy Zwecker and Robyn Mitchnick
Politics and Kingship: The Book of Samuel
Facilitated by Ron Platzer

Faith and Prayer Class w/ Rabbi Ben Elton • 8:30pm














The Subversive Religious Poetry of Yehuda Amichai
Facilitated by Sara Brzowsky

 Talmudic Logic w/ Rabbi Dennis Weiss • 7:30pm
An in-depth look at a single Talmudic subject matter, starting from
the relevant biblical texts and delving into the logic system of the
Gemara. This year's topic will be "Misappropriation & Trespass”
 Nach B’Iyun: The Second Book of Shmuel • 7:15pm

w/ Rabbi Hayyim Angel
The cost is $20 per class. Co-sponsored by The Institute for Jewish
Ideas and Ideals (Jewishideas.org). Sign up at lss.org/RabbiAngel

Consider the central texts of our liturgy and discuss openly
what they mean to us and how we respond to them.

Next Class Topic: Aleinu

WEDNESDAY
Wednesday Beit Midrash Night • 8:15-9:15pm



THURSDAY
Parsha Class with Rabbi Shaul Robinson • 7:00pm

Beginners Announcements
Welcome to all those joining us at this Shabbat’s Beginners Chanukah Shabbaton.
The FINAL session of Rabbi Buchwald’s Introduction to Bible will meet THIS Tuesday, December 16th, 6:30-8:00pm
The FINAL session of the Hebrew Reading Crash Course Level II will meet on Monday, December 15th, 2014 at 6:30pm. The class meets
for 1 1/2 hours, and is free and open to all.
1 week from this Monday, December 22nd, 7:00 pm for the Beginners Annual Chanukah Bash. Live music by Jerry Greenberg. $20 in
advance, $25 at the door. Register online at www.lss.org/beginners. Sorry, no phone reservations.
Save the date! New sessions of the Hebrew Reading Crash Course Level I will begin Monday, January 5th, 2015 at 6:30pm. The 5 classes
last 1 1/2 hours, and are free and open to all. Register at www.lss.org/beginners.
Save the date! Register now for Introduction to Bible: The 10 Commandments with Rabbi Ephraim Buchwald (Begins Tuesday, January 27th, 2015 6:30-8:00pm). An in-depth study and analysis of the Decalogue (the Ten Commandments) and other basic biblical texts.
The religious significance of the Bible, scriptural exegesis and the relationship of the written and oral law will be discussed and analyzed.
To register, please call 212-874-6100 or register online at www.lss.org/beginners. Cost: $90, Free to LSS Members. No one will be
turned away for lack of funds.
Save the date! One Day Review (only 1 session) will be held Monday, February 2, 2015 at 6:30pm. The 1 class lasts 1 1/2 hours, and is
free and open to all. Register at www.lss.org/beginners.
Save the date! New sessions of the Hebrew Reading Crash Course Level II will begin Monday, February 9th, 2015 at 6:30pm. The 5 classes last 1 1/2 hours, and are free and open to all. Register at www.lss.org/beginners.

Chanukah 5775

One of the central messages of the Festival of Chanukah is the confrontation with
the Greeks and the triumph over them. A primary ingredient in the confrontation
was opposition to Hellenization. One may say that this was a conflict between
two cultures, while the people of Israel and the Maccabees aspired to observe
the principles of their faith and the uniqueness of their customs.
The encounter with Greek-Hellenistic culture was neither the first nor would it be
the last with a foreign culture. It is apparent that alongside the battle there was
a certain influence and assimilation of different aspects of Greek-Hellenistic tradition that have become an inseparable part of Jewish and Israeli culture.
Today, the State of Israel and the Jewish People as a whole also interface with
many cultures, and are especially influenced by American culture. We also find
ourselves in contact with various cultures from throughout the world as a result
of the Aliyah (Jewish immigration to Israel) that we encourage. The Festival of
Chanukah is an opportunity for us to ask ourselves how we feel about these cultural contacts.
“In the course of our long history, the Jewish People has been intertwined with a number
of major cultures, both influencing them and absorbing from them. All these influences
neither devalued nor diminished the uniqueness of the People of Israel’s culture in all its
generations. It is the standard for contemporary Israeli/Jewish culture that it renews
itself by absorbing the best of the scientific, technological, social, political, artistic, and
intellectual creations of modern culture. But it doesn’t surrender its uniqueness. In a national framework it creates a complete synthesis between content derived from outside
and traditional Jewish content. Nevertheless, there are extremely conspicuous signs of
assimilation and the blurring of our unique national identity, a tendency to selfdenigrate and to mimic everything from outside.” Prof. Eliezer Schweid, Libra, December, 1987
In traditional pedagogical fashion (think of the Seder), the study kit also raises questions
that are meant to elicit discussion, whether among the IDF commanders and their soldiers or for us as we enjoy the sufganiot. Here is a sample:
 How do we create an integration of diverse cultures that won’t cancel each other
out?
 Is it important to emphasize Israeli culture? How?
 What are the possibilities and the dangers in being open to influences of foreign cultures?
Hag Sameach!

Night 1 - Tues, Dec. 16th
Light Menorah after 5:01pm

Night 2 - Wed, Dec. 17th

Chanukah Candle Lighting Times

Over the past couple of months, LSS has hosted speakers from Beit Morasha. As a quick
reminder, Beit Morasha of Jerusalem (BMJ) was founded to cultivate leaders with the
necessary skills and vision to respond to troubling trends that threaten the continuity
and resilience of the Jewish people. A pioneer in integrating advanced Jewish studies
and Western culture, Beit Morasha's revolutionary approach lies in creating a committed, intellectual leadership empowered to inform, inspire and enhance Jewish and
Zionist identity, both in Israel and throughout the world. To learn more about the organization, please visit them on the web by clicking here.
BMJ produces holiday study kits in collaboration with the IDF Education Corps which
cultivate “commander educators” who are equipped to strengthen the Jewish and Zionistic identity of the soldiers under their charge, increase awareness of their Jewish values and heighten their motivation for meaningful military service.
The IDF Hanukkah Study Kit is written for soldiers with all different levels of familiarity
with the holiday. Here is an excerpt:

Light Menorah after 5:02pm

Night 3 - Thurs, Dec. 18th
Light Menorah after 5:02pm

Night 4 - Friday, Dec. 19th
Light Menorah Before 4:11pm
Light Shabbat Candles at 4:13pm

Night 5 - Saturday, Dec. 20th
Light Menorah after 5:12pm

Night 6 - Sunday, Dec. 21st
Light Menorah after 5:03pm

Night 7 - Monday, Dec. 22nd
Light Menorah after 5:04pm

Night 8 - Tuesday, Dec. 23rd
Light Menorah after 5:04pm

Join us every weeknight in the
shul for Menorah Lighting
between Mincha and Ma’ariv.
Partnership Programs
“Israel Update” by Andrew Gross , Political Advisor to the Deputy Counsel General of Israel of NY.
Sunday, December 10th • 10am • West
End Synagogue (190 Amsterdam Ave.)
Film Premiere: Beneath the Helmet:
From High School to the Home Front—A
story of strength of the human spirit, a
story of Brotherhood, a story of Israeli
soldiers. This will be followed by a special talk featuring an IDF soldier from
the film. Advanced Tickets: $18; At the
door: $20
Wednesday, December 17th • 7pm •
Stephen Wise Free Synagogue (30 W.
68th St.) • swfs.org

ISRAEL CORNER • פינת ישראל
SOUTHERN ISRAEL SOLIDARITY MISSION
For those of you who missed it, the full journal for the participants’ trip can be found on the home page at lss.org. Below is the blog entry
from Thursday, November 27th. Dateline: Efrat
All good things must come to an end, including this amazing, awe-inspiring, spirit-reaffirming mission. Today, we leave Ashkelon and head north,
to the Gush and to Yerushalaim.
“I have a sickness," says Ori, "I love Jews." Ori is a recently retired officer in the IDF. We sit in his living room and listen intently to his stories.
First, he shares with us his role in the search for the three teens this past summer: Gilad, Eyal and Naftali. The army mobilized thousands of soldiers to look for them; they searched areas that Intelligence told them would be the most likely places to find the teens, they reviewed pictures
from security cameras, they employed archaeologists to look at the landscape and identify likely hiding places. Nothing. Ori and a few of his
neighbors went to the army and ask to be allowed to conduct their own search, based on their familiarity with the terrain where they lived. The
army agreed. What did they have to lose? Ori's approach to the search was a bit different from the army's. Rather than flood the search area
with soldiers, he used small teams of four soldiers each. His thinking was that having thousands of soldiers scour an area inevitably leads to
trampling over potential clues. He also searched a different area from where the army was looking. Turns out that the identity of the kidnappers
themselves was known very quickly (How? Ori simply smiled and said "Nothing happens in the territories that we don't know about.") He then
reasoned that the kidnappers would stick to areas that they were familiar with and stay clear of a major highway where they could be spotted.
So, while thousands of soldiers were dutifully searching one part of the Gush, Ori's small group was scouring another area. His intuition paid off,
he found the boys' bodies within a couple of days. Despite the sad ending, Ori recounted how -- in a show of achdut -- the entire nation joined in
the quest to bring the boys home. In fact, he said, prior to finding the bodies, the mother of one of the teens insisted that, should she herself
ever demand that the government trade her son (alive or dead) for terrorists, the government should just ignore her.
Soon after, the war in Gaza started and Ori was called up. His role was to ferry supplies into Gaza and to evacuate the wounded and the dead. He
recounted one incident where there had been a fierce battle that had led to many Israeli casualties. While the wounded were loaded into helicopters, they all pointed towards one severely wounded soldier named Yosef and they all said "zeh ha'gibor" (he is the hero). What had happened was that terrorists had come out of a tunnel and mowed down dozens of soldiers. Then, some of them tried to drag the wounded and the
dead soldiers into the tunnel, while others pinned down the rest of the unit. This is where Yosef came in. He ran towards the soldiers who were
down, firing all the time. When he ran out of ammunition, he grabbed the weapon of a wounded soldier and kept firing until reinforcements
arrived. Many of the terrorists were killed and none of the soldiers were kidnapped. "This is Am Israel, I love these people," concludes Ori.
We next sit in the living room of Zohara Heiman, the mother of Second Lieutenant Yuval Heiman who fell early in the war when terrorists came
out of a tunnel wearing IDF uniforms. Yuval hesitated to fire and paid with his life when the terrorists fired an anti-tank missile at his jeep. Zohara recounts how her son was a champion runner, the many medals that he had won are proudly displayed on the dining room table, along with
his army beret and his army stripes. And then it all changed. Quoting from her eulogy:
"A glorious twenty-one years and one month, years of modesty and excellence; years in which there was not one day when I did not tell you how
much I love you, every day, every day. The last words that I sent you, that you still saw, were "sleep well my love." You answered, "All is well Ima,
I will call you tomorrow." And I am still waiting for tomorrow. I will wait for it all my life.
We were blessed to have you. Our strength was sucked from us in one blow, with two terrible words 'Yuval neherag' (Yuval was killed.) Yuval, it is
difficult to part. There is no part of my body that does not cry out to you, and there is no consolation for your death; "How sad to die in the middle
of Tammuz'. [from a song by Naomi Shemer]
Hard times await us. My prayer is that we shall learn to live with your death in love and not anger; that we shall rejoice in what was and not be
pained at what shall now never be."
"When a soldier falls," continues Zohara, "the nation gives you one big hug." But then, people move on. Zohara understands that this is normal,
while life will never be the same, you can't sit shiva forever. Her goal now is to do things to remember Yuval. Speaking about him to people like
us, who had never met him, is one such expression. Her aim, she says, is to turn mourning into a memorial. We offer our condolences, HaMakom
Inahem..., and she thanks US for coming to listen to her story. There isn't a dry eye in the room.
In the afternoon, we drive to Yerushalaim, we take in the view from the pre-Six Day War border as we listen to our guide describe the security
situation. In the evening, we have our farewell dinner and share our experiences. We note the common themes that we heard over and over
again from different people were achdut (unity) and ahavat hinam (unconditional love). We were also struck by the sheer resilience of the people against extraordinary challenges. Turning metal from Hamas rockets into menorahs. Ordinary people doing extraordinary things. And we
were privileged to meet them.
Hakarat ha'tov: Peter Abelow and Esti Ochana from Keshet for partnering with us to come up with an excellent itinerary, including providing
access to people and places that we would otherwise never have access to; for their thorough knowledge of every nook and cranny of the land
and its diverse people and for sharing their knowledge and love of Eretz Israel and Am Israel with us.

D’var Echod B’lev Echod
Insights into the weekly Parsha and other matters at the heart of the LSS community
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By: Lori Jacobowitz

The Mysterious Coat Of Many Colors
Dedicated in memory of Joseph Levin on his first Yahrzeit
This week’s Torah Portion is Parshas Vayeshev, “he dwelt.” After Jacob’s many struggles with his brother Esau and his father-in-law Lavan,
Rashi says that he wished “to dwell in tranquility.” We soon learn that this was not to be.
“Israel loved Joseph more than all his children, because he was the son of his old age.” It was Rachel, Jacob’s most beloved wife, who was
finally blessed with children in his later years. Joseph was a connection to that lost love. Joseph was also beloved because he was blessed
with greatness in deed and spirit.
Rabbi Joseph I. Singer of Brooklyn writes that “Joseph earned the title of righteous (tzadik) by controlling his passions” and “every step in
his upward climb was the result of his uninhibited capacity to speak his mind, then to supplement it by action.”
Rabbi Yitzchak Hutner says that Joseph plays a more significant role in the development of the Jewish People since each of the other
brothers represented one tribe, and Joseph, through his two sons, Ephraim and Menashe, represented two tribes.
Joseph’s brothers, however, do not share their father’s unconditional love of Joseph.
Rav Kook says that the conflict between the brothers was ideological. There were two schools of thought in the family of Joseph and Judah. Joseph saw the mission of the Jewish People as a “light onto the nations” and that we must interact with the nations of the world
and expose them to Judaism. Judah was different and instead focused on the separateness of the Jewish People. Judah feared that Joseph’s approach was a danger to the future of Judaism.
He adds that Joseph and Judah represent the physical and spiritual leadership of Israel, respectively, and that these two qualities were
ultimately fused into one person: King David, a descendant of Judah.
Enter the gift of The Coat of Many Colors: why was the mysterious Kesones Passim so important?
As part of their plot to kill Joseph, the brothers wanted the coat and what it represented to be destroyed completely. “The brothers
stripped Joseph of his coat”, and later “they took Joseph’s coat and killed a he-goat, and dipped the coat in the blood.”
On a simple level, the coat sealed the deal: it inspired the brothers’ jealousy because it was made by their father for his favorite son and
because the commentators say it was beautiful.
Rabbi Chaim Heller alludes to Samuel II 13:18 to demonstrate that the garment was regal and that kings wore them. The Succos Dovid
writes that the stripes in the coat were an affirmation of Joseph’s wisdom and greatness. Rabbi Asher Anshel Katz quotes a midrash saying
that the Kesones Passim was extraordinary and originated with Adam HaRishon and made its way to Esau via Nimrod. He says that it was
through this very garment that Jacob received the blessing from Isaac that was intended for his brother Esau.
Some commentators see the coat as a source of special protection for Joseph. The Rav, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveichik says the coat offered
its wearer a special protection, and that is why Joseph was relatively helpless once the brothers stripped him of it.
Rabbi Pinchos Friedman cites numerous sources that indicate that this protective power included names of protection in the Bircas Kohanim (Priestly Benediction.) The Sar Shalom of Belz adds that the brothers sent the coat back to Jacob after dipping it in blood, ensuring the
continued protection of Joseph after he was sold into bondage.
The sale of Joseph has always been a blot on Jewish History.
Rav Kook said that when the brothers threw Joseph into the pit, the exile of the entire Jewish people to Egypt began. “Joseph’s pit is a
metaphor for Galus, for each exile of the Jewish People from his land.”
Rabbi Baruch Simon of Yeshiva University said that the sin of the ten brothers was never forgiven and keeps reverberating to the present
day. “The ten martyrs were killed because of it. The sale was a major sin of bain adam l’chavero (between man and man) just as the sin of
the golden calf was a major sin of bain adam laMakom (between man and G-d.)”
Let us hope that the beautiful colors of the mysterious coat that once divided us will one day unite all the diverse stripes of the Jewish
People.
This D’var Torah is dedicated in loving memory of Joseph Levin on his first Yahrzeit. He was a gentleman who truly excelled in bain adam
l’chavero. May his memory be for a blessing.

